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FULLY WELDED ALUMINUM
TRAINING GOAL

SKU: 30011

7.32 x 2.44 m
Projection 1.50 m
Milled net suspension
Color: natural aluminum
Optionally with ARENA net
protection

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TRAINING GOAL - WELDED IN ONE PIECE

The fully welded aluminum training goal in the size 7.32 x 2.44 m has the color aluminum
nature. It is equipped with net hoops, so that there is an upper projection of 0.80 m and a
lower projection of 1.50 m. To ensure high stability, the training goal must be secured
against tipping. Therefore, the goal already comes with a device for anchoring to the
ground.

Due to the use of high-quality aluminum profiles and welding in one piece, this training
goal has an extraordinary stability. An oval profile (100 x 120 x 2.5 mm) is used for the
goal frame, while the ground frame is made of a rectangular profile (80 x 60 x 3 mm) with
rounded corners.
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Robust and fully welded aluminum training goal

The training goal has the premium net suspension. This means that the goal net is fixed
directly in the goal frame profile and therefore net hooks are not necessary. The net
suspension is deburred twice, which ensures a very secure hold of the goal net. In
addition, the net is fixed in a way that is gentle on the net and is durable for a long time.
The net is attached to the ground frame of the training goals using a rod system (not
included). There are already welded eyelets on the goal for this purpose.

The fully welded training goal is manufactured according to the valid DIN and thus also
complies with the rules of FIFA and DFB (German Football Association). The goal also has
a TÜV certificate (TÜV – German Association for Technical Inspection).

Important note: Free-standing goals must be secured against tipping!

Not included in the scope of delivery are the pole system for goal net attachment and the
goal net.

The training goal can be optionally equipped with our ARENA net protection. The ARENA
net protection is used to close the net groove precisely and to protect the goal net against
theft. It is fixed in place with a screw lock.

Training goals and more directly from the manufacturer

Buy fully welded training goals made of aluminum directly from the manufacturer! At
artec® Sportgeräte you get everything your soccer heart desires. As a sports equipment
manufacturer, we attach great importance to the durability and quality of our products.
artec® offers you a variety of different goals: Whether fully welded training goals made of
aluminum, soccer goals for competition, youth goals, recreational goals, or even mini
goals. Our extensive assortment leaves nothing to be desired! Just choose the right goal
for your purposes in the webshop and let us convince you of the outstanding quality! You
can also find out more about the technical details of the goals for soccer training.
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VARIATIONS

Image SKU Description ARENA net protection

30011-AR with net protection

30011 without net protection
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ZUSÄTZLICHE INFORMATIONEN

Goal Size 7.32 x 2.44 m

Model Fully Welded

Goal projection top 80 cm

Goal projection bottom 150 cm

Goal frame profile Oval profile 100 x 120 mm

Ground Frame Profile Rectangle Profile 80 x 60 mm

Anti-tipping Without Tip Safety (Retrofittable)

Product Line Premium

Color / Surface Natural Aluminum

Certification Mark TÜV tested

Goal net suspension Milled net suspension

Hinweis Lieferumfang 388

ARENA net protection with net protection, without net protection


